Bruce Thomas is the author of Bruce Lee: Fighting Spirit -- the definitive full-length biography of Bruce Lee. He trained in Kung Fu with the late master Derek Jones. Bruce is also the former bass player with Elvis Costello and the Attractions. Bruce Lee fighting spirit not only covers the greatness of Bruce Lees life but also covers Bruce Lee's spiritual makeup and how he reached his full potential as a martial artist on a philosophical level. This book too can give you a piece of Bruce Lee's energy and give you the inspiration to achieve your goals in life. On the spiritual level, its very deep as well. I'll say a two significant quotes from the book. "Though the martial artist perishes, he will embody a spirit that will not die." Bruce Lee

Books about the Bruce Lee Biography: Bruce Lee: Fighting Spirit by Bruce Thomas. This Bruce Lee book details each important phase of Lee's life: his boyhood in Hong Kong, street fighting teenage years, emigration to Seattle, development of his evolving art and philosophy of Jeet Kune Do, struggles breaking into the film business and eventual mass recognition and appeal as an international celebrity. This Bruce Lee biography book is full of rare Bruce Lee photographs spanning from his early stage career in Hong Kong to his worldwide success as an actor and martial arts phenomenon. Bruce Lee: Letters of the Dragon: An Anthology of Bruce Lee's Correspondence with Family, Friends and Fans (1958-1973) by Bruce Lee. Bruce Thomas is the author of Bruce Lee: Fighting Spirit -- the definitive full-length biography of Bruce Lee. He trained in Kung Fu with the late master Derek Jones. Bruce is also the former bass player with Elvis Costello and the Attractions. His book about life on the road with the band, The Big Wheel, was short-listed for the Ralph J. Gleason prize for music writing and became a cult classic - it is shortly to be reissued by Helter Skelter. His 'novel' autobiography, On The Road, Again, is to be published by Bentwyck Henry Publisher. Start reading Bruce Lee: Fighting Spirit on your Kindle in under a minute. Don't have a Kindle? Get your Kindle here, or download a FREE Kindle Reading App. The thing to remember about great icons, even the late great Bruce Lee, (the godfather of martial art movies) is that we are all human, and as such we are all flawed. Personally I was for a long time reluctant to read a bio of Bruce Lee, he was the reason I got into the martial arts, (I know I'm one if millions!) so he was an idol. And friends told me it's hard to find an objective narrative of the man and the myth. Absolutely the most authentic and truthful book I've ever read about Bruce and his Life Story, it's almost like you are there like a shadow or a fly on the wall. Read more. One person found this helpful.